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Teacher/Therapist Name: Karen McDermott       Secondary 6       week 13 

Program: ADL: home care skills--using washing machine 

Direction :  direct student to wash a load of dirty clothes 

Student Response:  student follows the steps needed to load the clothes appropriately in the washing machine, add 
detergent, and begin the wash cycle 
Date 
             

             

             

             

            

 
Comments:  
 

Program: ADL: home care skills--using a dryer 

Direction :  direct student to dry a load of wash 

Student Response:  student follows the steps needed to move a load of laundry from the washer to the dryer or clothesline, 
and begin the drying cycle / hang the items to dry 
Date 
            

             

             

             

             

 
Comments:  
 
 
Program: ELA: vocabulary--chore items 

Direction :  show student a familiar item used for completing chore activities around the house (broom, vacuum, etc) and 
ask them to label the item by saying “what is this?” 
Student Response:  student uses correct label to name the item; do for at least 5 items 

 
Date 
            

             

             

             

             

 
Comments:  
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Teacher/Therapist Name: Karen McDermott       Secondary 6       week 13 

Program: ELA: following directions--multistep directions 

Direction :  direct student to complete a task that requires multiple steps from a single direction (for example: “get ready to 
go for a walk” might require your child to get their shoes, put them on, get a jacket, put it on, and then go to the door) 

Student Response:  student independently completes all steps related to the direction without being told to do any of the 
specific actions / steps  
Date 
             

             

             

             

            

 
Comments:  
 

Program: ELA: location ID--outside home 

Direction :  show student photos of familiar places outside the home (a shop, a park, the beach, etc);  ask them to label the 
location by saying “where is  this?” 
Student Response:  student uses correct name to correctly label their location, for at least 3 locations 
Date 
            

             

             

             

             

 
Comments:  
 
 
Program: ELA: attributes--size 

Direction :  give student a choice between 2 similar items but of different sizes (for example a large bowl of chips  and a 
small bowl of chips) 
Student Response:  student requests their choice of the items by using the size  description (“I want the big one”) 

 
Date 
            

             

             

             

             

 
Comments:  non-verbal students can work on this by  directing your child to get a specific size from  the set of identical 
items (“get the large bowl”) 
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Teacher/Therapist Name: Karen McDermott       Secondary 6       week 13 

 

Program: Social Skills--appropriate volume 

Direction :  

Student Response:   during an activity or interaction, student uses socially appropriate volume (not too loudly, but also not 
so quietly that they are hard to hear) when speaking or verbalizing 
Date 
            

             

             

             

             

 
Comments:  for non-verbal students, this program can be done when any sort of  vocalization occurs 
 

 

Program: Leisure skills: attention to task 

Direction :  direct the student to engage in a leisure activity 

Student Response:  student independently remains engaged in the activity for longer than 15 minutes 

Date 
            

             

             

             

             

 
Comments:  
 
 
 
 


